Located in:

WimRob Bees company collects honey in Northern Uganda. Processing and packaging takes place in our factory in Lira. Kampala and Busia are our main selling locations.

Proverbs 24:13-14

"My child, eat honey, for it is good, and the honeycomb is sweet to the taste.

Get in contact with WimRob Bees Company

You are welcome to visit us! Please feel free to use the contact details below. We will be happy to guide you around in our factory and show you wonderful honey and beeswax.

WimRob Bees Company
Plot 13 Oyite Ojok Lane, Po Box 154 Lira Town
+256 775 126 125
info@abeescompany.com
www.abeescompany.com

WimRob Bees Company is a distributor of honey, beeswax and beekeeping equipment
The honey bee presents to you

Honey is a wonderful product. Our mission is to let you taste this natural delicacy. It is our task to protect the natural quality that the honey bees made across the value chain. The diligent bees brought the honey in the hive, and WimRob Bees Company brings it from there to you. The quality we provide to you makes our honey a premium product, which ensures our suppliers a fair share of the high product value.

Bringing natural quality to you

Maintaining the natural quality of honey starts with training and supporting beekeepers. Before admitting beekeepers as a honey supplier we conduct the MRA (Minimum Requirements Audit). Due to our high quality standards and processes we know from every jar of honey where it comes from. Ugandan National Bureau of Standards has issued the Q-level certificate. This means we have permission to export worldwide.

Beeswax – The Original

Raw honey consists of liquid honey and beeswax. In our factory we separate these two components with European equipment. The empty honey combs are melted and poured into wax blocks. Researches revealed that Northern Uganda delivers extremely pure beeswax. Which means that there are no chemical residues, contaminants or traces of pesticides/neonicotinoids. That is the reason why pharmaceutical companies love our beeswax.

Premium honey – our sweet Queens

Honey is the healthiest sweetener on earth. It has a few other important medicinal benefits too:

- Antibiotic, Anti-inflammatory, Curing of wounds and care and Cough suppression.

We bring the honey to you in different packages:

- 300 gram glass jars: Dutch Queen. Pure acacia honey;
- Bulk package. Large container or Jerry cans for high volume processing clients.
- Any other package you would like. Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Training and Equipment

Our main company asset is the deep knowledge of apiculture and the wide experience with beekeeping in practice. We engage motivated groups to convey the love of beekeeping and share our knowledge/experience. Many NGO’s make use of our training and consulting capacity. We provide harvesting services to take care of the most critical activity in the beekeeping season. For their convenience our suppliers can buy all necessary equipment in our hardware store.